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V’rapo Yerapei: Multiple Dimensions of Healing 

Parashat Mishpatim/Shekalim ~ R. Judah Kerbel ~ Queens Jewish Center 

 

Nearly eleven months into the COVID-19 pandemic, I received my second dose of the 

vaccine this past Monday. It was a big relief that the day came. Day-to-day life will not 

drastically change for me in the near future. Just a few minutes before sitting to write 

these thoughts, I was taking out the trash, and when I passed someone I know, he said, 

“you don’t need a mask!” And I was puzzled; he was also wearing a mask, and I knew he 

is not an anti-masker. “You’re vaccinated!” I am sure he is well aware that masks are still 

here to stay until we reach greater herd immunity. Yet, the vaccine seems obviously 

worthwhile. Firstly, because within a few weeks, my body will likely be better protected 

than it was before; additionally, I feel I am doing my part to help advance society to 

achieve the immunity we need in order to resume “normal” life. 

 

But there are some theological questions tied to the vaccine: First, is it obvious that we 

should receive the vaccine? Maybe God will protect those whom God wishes to protect. 

Second, what kind of guarantee can we really have that the vaccine will work? What kind 

of protection does it really provide? Perhaps, again, it is really about God, not the 

vaccine. Third, what role does the vaccine play beyond our physical protection? 

 

If two people are fighting, we learn at the beginning of Parashat Mishpatim, and one 

strikes the other, but the injured party walks out alive and standing, the aggressor must 

pay for the injured party’s lost wages and medical bills. In the words of the Torah, רק 

 But there is an assumption here that one can in fact .(Shemot 21:19) שבתו יתן ְוַרּפֹא ְיַרֵּפא

receive a medical intervention. How do I know that I am not required to allow nature to 

take its course? Perhaps this is what God wants. We learn the following from this pasuk: 

  דבי ר' ישמעאל אומר: ורפא ירפא - מכאן שניתן רשות לרופא לרפאות.

D’vei Rabbi Yishmael Says: “and he shall surely be healed - from here we learn 

there is permission for a doctor to heal” (Berakhot 60a; Bava Kamma 85a). 

If someone experiences injury or illness, therefore, one may go to the doctor. Whatever 

tools are at the human being’s disposal to heal may be used. Perhaps it would seem 

obvious that a person who is injured would take those measures, but the Torah tells us 

that is not a measure one takes outside of faith, but it is faith condoned! 

 

Yet, the language in the verse is interesting: it repeats the root רפא. Why not just say 

 with the word for healing being used just once; why the duplicate ,שבתו ורפואתו יתן
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language? There are three things I would suggest we can appreciate from the expression 

 .that will also give us insight into the role of the vaccine ורפא ירפא

 

While the Talmud suggests that we learn “permission” to heal from ורפא ירפא, halakha 

teaches that there are times where it is not merely permissible but actually mandatory to 

heal. “Verapo,” we have permission to use medicine; “yerapei,” one will and one must. It 

is a halachic ruling in Shulchan Arukh (Yoreh De’ah 336:1) that a doctor not only can 

but must heal; and inasmuch as Judaism values life, we must follow what doctors say 

(See Shulchan Arukh Choshen Mishpat 427). What makes healing permitted versus 

mandatory? There are some situations we encounter where we do not necessarily need 

to travel the route of medicine. The best solution to a headache sometimes is not Advil 

but a nap! A slight cold (in a non-COVID world) may not require a trip to the doctor, but 

one might seek medical advice. Yet, there are situations where seeking and 

implementing proper medical protocol is an imperative, and we know what those 

situations are. Rabbi Prof. Jeffery Woolf shares the drasha of the Italian Rabbi Azariah 

Figo in which he explains that Haman’s description of the Jewish people being מפוזר 

 scattered and dispersed, was a reflection of Jewish disunity, where people place ,ומפורד

their personal concerns above communal concerns. What is the antidote? The machatzit 

ha-shekel, the half shekel which we read about in this Shabbat’s maftir. We give a 

half-shekel, says R. Figo, to show that half of us belongs to God and we are not just for 

ourselves. We find divinity when we unite with community. And this, Prof. Woolf rightly 

suggests, should remind us that our bodies belong to God, our communities are 

interdependent to promote health, and the machatzit ha-shekel should remind us to 

place these concerns above our own personal conveniences. Some matters of medicine 

may be personal choices, but in a pandemic, that is not so. It is not just permitted, but as 

many poskim have ruled, it is obligatory to take the vaccine and to follow all health 

measures. If we do our part, if we give our machatzit ha-shekel, ולא יהיה בהם נגף בפקוד 
 so that there will not be a plague among them.  Yes, we should take the vaccine - אותם

when the time arrives because God wills it. That is part of ורפא ירפא, and that is doing 

our part, our machatzit ha-shekel at this time. 

 

Second, the repetition of ורפא ירפא can teach us that there are two actors in the healing 

process. The Torah itself testifies to the fact that Jewish practice has been to turn to 

qualified professionals for their medical expertise and skills. But it is a partnership. A 

human doctor does not act alone but with the assistance of the divine. At the same time, 

Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch writes that this verse is meant to dispel the notion of 

zealots who say that one who relies on doctors does not trust in Hashem. In fact, though, 

there are two partners in medicine, there are two players in refuah: the human doctor 

https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/296514
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and the divine doctor. But there is a difference in the efficacy of each. Doctors have been 

our heroes - for the past eleven months and for our entire lives. Every day we are 

indebted. Yet, human knowledge is imperfect. We do not always know the answer. R’ 

Aryeh Levin, the tzaddik of Yerushalayim, points out that our pasuk, in Parashat 

Mishpatim, speaks in the context of human doctors carrying out medical functions. In 

both words, the ּפ in ורּפא ירּפא have the “dagesh” that makes it a hard “pey.” However, 

there is another pasuk going back to Parashat Beshalach: ָּכל ַהַּמֲחָלה ֲאֶׁשר ַׂשְמִּתי ְבִמְצַרִים לֹא 

 then I will not bring upon you any of the diseases that I“ - ָאִׂשים ָעֶליָך ִּכי ֲאִני ְיקָֹוק  רְֹפֶאָך

brought upon the Egyptians, for I the LORD am your healer” (Shemot 15:26). In this 

instance, there is no dagesh; it is a “fey.” While there are obviously grammatical 

explanations from this, R’ Aryeh Levin teaches that when a human doctor heals, there 

may still be a small dot, a small part of a malady that remains. Human intervention does 

not necessarily guarantee complete healing. What does, however, is the divine healing. 

Hashem, the רופא, in providing complete healing, does not leave a trace of illness. The 

truth is that even with the tremendous hope and optimism we have found with the 

rollout with the vaccines, and studies are promising, we still remain with unknowns. 

Perhaps we can still carry and transmit the virus, even if we are not badly affected by it. 

The most promising statistics demonstrate that the vaccine is 95% effective. That 

remaining 5% is the “dagesh” in the human רּפא ירּפא. It is only with Divine assistance 

that we will achieve true immunity. But do not forget that human efforts have been 

instrumental in reaching that 95%. It is a human/Divine partnership. 

 

Finally, the duality of ורפא ירפא teaches us that there are two complementary and 

essential aspects of our health: our physical and our mental health. Undoubtedly, 

pikuach nefesh, saving lives, is the highest consideration in how we act when it becomes 

relevant. In the earliest stages of the pandemic, when it was not under control and the 

hospitals were doomed to be too overwhelmed to properly care for patients, the only 

way to save lives was to shelter at home. Pikuach nefesh demanded this. But we quickly 

realized there were other ethical implications - what, for example, of the economic 

suffering this caused? Is that also not a matter of life and death on some level? And as 

time went on, the psychological suffering resulting from the continued, unending social 

isolation became significant. This, too, has elements of pikuach nefesh in the worst of 

cases, and even in better situations, the pain and anguish can be stark. The prolonged 

unknowns only increase anxiety. Poskim were well aware early on in the pandemic of 

the implications of the situation on mental health; such considerations might warrant 

the violation of Shabbat and Yom Tov, no different than any other medical emergency. It 

is not enough for us to just have חיים, life; we need ִחיּות, vitality. Rabbi Dr. Mordechai 

Schiffman points out a number of places in the Torah where mefarshim define life not 

https://www.psychedfortorah.com/post/torah-mental-health
https://www.psychedfortorah.com/post/torah-mental-health
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just as surviving physically but thriving spiritually. Simcha is a value in serving God, 

especially now as we enter the month of Adar. In general, mental health challenges are 

pervasive in society, yet often go untreated. Society works to decrease stigma, but it is 

not easy to eliminate. While religiosity and trust in Hashem have been of tremendous 

benefit for many during COVID-19, though, that does not change the fact that the stress 

over disease prevention along with the loneliness due to lack of human interaction have 

been very real parts of the pandemic. This is where the vaccine has a dual power of ורּפא 
 it may heal us physically in the short term, but in the long term, it will also - ירּפא

provide psychological relief. It will give us the refuat nefesh to be able to live in the 

space of socialization and community that we are created to inhabit. It will give us the 

joy of being able to celebrate Shabbat, Yom Tov, and semachot with our family and 

friends. 

 

We still have a ways to go until we achieve herd immunity, but we have also made 

tremendous progress. As reflected by the fact that many poskim advocate making a 

bracha upon receiving the vaccine, this endeavor is not one separated from faith. In fact, 

it is an expression of faith to engage in medical interventions; it is God’s will. It is also a 

sentiment of the partnership that human beings and God share; the equation requires 

both sides. Finally, we should come away recognizing that the effects of the vaccine will 

go beyond visibly scientific benefits; successful vaccination will heal our souls as well. 

 can be translated as “He will surely heal.” May it be God’s will that we will all ורפא ירפא

achieve full health and happiness. 

 

 

https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/mental-illness.shtml
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7377309/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/managing-stress-anxiety.html

